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EBX CHAMPIONSHIP

The only Electric Bike
Cross Championship on tour!
The EBX E-Bike Cross is a new
cycling discipline that combines the
®
speed and the showmanship of Downhill with the endurance and physical
preparation in the Enduro necessary. Thanks to a special layout that

electric Bike cross

TRACCIATO REALIZZATO
IN UN CAMPO DA CALCIO

®

electric Bike cross

TRACCIATO REALIZZATO
IN UN CAMPO DA CALCIO

Example of a circuit
built in a sports center

can create ramps and obstacles that can be dismantled and replicated®anywhere
(minimum area 40 x 25 meters), EBX can reach the most important squares, parks,
stadiums, sports halls and fairs of Italian cities.

electric Bike cross

TRACCIATO
TRACCIATO REALIZZATO
REALIZZATO
IN
INUN
UNGIARDINO
GIARDINO CIVICO
CIVICO

TRACCIATO REALIZZATO
IN UN GIARDINO CIVICO

Example of a circuit built
in a public park

DI GARA
TRACCIATI DITRACCIATI
GARA

Example of a circuit built
in a city square
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SHOW, SPORT
AND EXTREME
ENTERTAINMENT
AMONG THE
PEOPLE
The EBX Championship Tour will
be an official sports competition
with results and placements, but
above all a great show that has
been brought into the heart of
our cities and has been already
conceived as a television format.

A show that is able to polarize the
public’s attention, an innovative
event that can already gain a
foothold in the local community
thanks to a detailed actions in the
sector media, local and national
television.

new
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EBX gp, modify e LEGAL

The Champions Show and
the challenge open to all

eIbx gp

This is the premier class for professional athletes: top-level
competition, dizzying evolutions and guaranteed performance
thanks to the new exclusive e-bikes for this category selected:
e-bikes with powerful engines for exceptional performance and
breathtaking racing.

eIbx modify

This is the category that allows the partial processing of electric
bicycles in accordance with the Highway Code. It is also
contested on the special circuits dedicated to the new discipline
and dedicated to those who want to try out the e-bikes.

eIbx LEGAL

It is dedicated to all E-Bikes that are in accordance with the
traffic law. With these bikes it is possible to approach the l’EBX
Championship, but also to test the path to identify the type
of obstacles and to understand the best driving techniques.
However it hasn’t got any competitive aim and cannot be
considered in the rankings.

new
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E-REVOLUTION
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all progresses made in the green
mobility sector, which open the way
for new innovative and exciting
sports.
L’EBX Electric Bike Cross is an
example of these progresses! The
best experts in this field have
developed E-mtb that are perfect
for this new competition. In
Fact, nowadays, there are many
innovative models and technical
solutions on the market.
Among these, the best ones are
the E-mtb full suspended, which
are the most suitable to face
jumps and obstacles in the EBX
Championship.

NO

The E-bike market is a very dynamic
sector in today’s bicycle industry:
Since 2014 there has been a
constant increase with double
figure percentages. Italy is actually
the third European country after
Germany and the Netherlands.
In the future these figures are
expected to increase together
with use of E-bike in the field of
competitive sports.
In the meantime also the number
of fairs and events organized in
this field are growing, which leads
the attention to the performances
of the new type of bicycles. These
performances are possible due to

O

Record
numbers,
innovation and
entertainment!
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Main Sponsor

needs and dynamics of the today
television, suitable for any television
programming. The possibilities of
advertising collaboration range
from sponsoring the entire national
championship (EBX Championship
Main Sponsor) to sponsoring certain
local race (EBX Championship
Local Sponsors), up to technical
partnership and sponsorship of the
teams and drivers in the race.

LOGO

The EBX Championship is a unique
showcase for visibility and business
opportunities. Investing as a partner
in the project does not only mean
feedback between the fans, but also
among the public: thanks to the
modular track system, every race of
the EBX Championship Tour will be
a real public spectacle in location
with maximum participation. In
addition, the competition format
has been designed to meet the

LOGO

BECOME
SPONSOR EBX
CHAMPIONSHIP
Team Sponsor/ Pilot

EBX
Championship Local Sponsor

